We try to have standing orders with our clients; this ensures freshness and allows us to control wastage and keep our prices low. The prices above are for ‘prescription clients’. If you would like to order on a less regular basis, just add 10 % to the prices.

Endive
Endive has a pleasant light green colour and a slightly bitter taste which contrasts well with stronger flavours.

Tatsoi
A microherbs favourite, nice cabbage taste and beautiful green leaves.

Mizuna
Purple Miztique
Another classic, great as a garnish.

Pink Kale
With purple stems and vibrant green leaves, this beauty offers a great garnish with a fresh spinach and kale flavour.

Purple Cabbage
Aesthetically on point. Dark blue leaves, bright pink stems, fresh cabbage taste.

Red Garnet (amaranth)
Bright pink stems with equally vibrant leaves offer a brilliant garnish, plus an earthy taste reminiscent of a beet.

Early Wonder Beetroot
Earthy taste, crisp texture, full of colour.

Basil
trio of Purple opal, genovese & sweet (or available just one variety) Like their adult counterparts but more colourful and more flavoursome.

Fennel
The flavour of these micro greens are seriously strong! Just like fennel, but very strong aniseed flavour. Can be eaten with fennel seed husk still attached.

Coriander
Like the adult herb but more colourful and more flavoursome.

Onion shoots
Like a small version of chives, but about 10 x more flavoursome! Eaten along with the black seed husks, amazing flavour!

Lovage
A flavour somewhere between celery and parsley, and a nice three pronged leaf -a really impressive herb.

Chervil
Super tasty, can be eaten along with seeds husks still attached.

Carrot shoots
An unbelievable micro-herb, has to be tasted to be believed!

Red Shiso
An interesting floral/spicy taste, and stunning leaves and stems. One of the most popular micro herbs for good reason.

Red Veined Sorrel
The old favourite! With citric flavour and stunning in looks, it really lifts the presentation and flavour of any dish. Beautiful big leaves with red veins and long red stems.

Lemon balm
So fresh. Especially good for desserts and cocktails. Lemon Balm adds a freshness and zest to sweet and savoury dishes alike.

Borage
Amazing cucumber flavour with a hint of minerals; reminiscent of oyster leaf. Truly awesome!

Nasturtium Emperor of India
Peppery, robust and aesthetically on point with dark blue hues, this one is a stunner.

Radish Mix
The initial sweetness gives way to a sharp, tangy bitterness. Crunchy and colourful.

Mixed trays include 6 varieties, chosen from the best produce of the week. The mixture always displays equal values of the three most important elements - flavour, texture and colour. Usually it is a combination of Red Garnet, Radish, Tatsoi, Chervil, Red Sorrel, Red Shiso, Endive, Basil or Cabbage. However, if there are specific varieties that you would like included in your mixed tray, just send us an email two days before to let us know.

N.B. If there is something that you don’t see on our product list that you would like us to try, please let us know and we will try to grow it for you!